To the victims and victimised Families of Road accident  

DATE: 31/10/2013  

Subject: CONDOLENCE MESSAGE  

Cameroon association for the defence of victims of accident (CADVA) hereby expresses her heart felt condolence to the Victims and Victimised Families of Road Accidents in Cameroon in particular, Africa in general and the World at Large.

CADVA Deeply Regrets the fact that, Some third World Countries Government’s are Handling Road Safety as a Secondary issue, despite multiple suggestions by the UN, International and National NGOs, coupled with other World Governing bodies on the amelioration of road safety policy making and campaigning.

However, We are therefore seizing this opportunity to Call on the UN and parliamentarians of third World Nations, at large, Cameroon in particular and Africa in whole, to urge these Governments for the creation of National Road Safety Agencies, as well as the Revision of Road Safety Codes and Policy making to suit Vulnerable Road Users in Cameroon in Particular and the World at large.
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